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Greeting all, 
 
Another full newsletter this time, thanks to all those who have contrib-
uted articles. 
 
Things are progressing on the rebranding of MANZ, with a clear pref-
erence on the new name coming through from the membership. Per-
sonally I like the face that the new name contains the existing thus 
acknowledging the heritage of the organisation.  
 
As this transition progresses we have the opportunity to have our say 
on the logo that should be adopted. To facilitate this, proposed logo’s 
are presented in this newsletter and a link has been provided to a sur-
vey where your preferences can be recorded for consideration by the 
committee. Please avail yourself of this opportunity so that the com-
mittee has guidance on the members views when making recommen-
dations or decisions. 
 
Regrettably the weather has been uncooperative on recent scheduled  
rally days but we look forward to this changing as the spring gets es-
tablished and the summer flying season gets underway.  
 
Looking forward to catching up and looking over the products of the 
winter time workshop efforts. On that note please feel free to take a 
few pics and write a few words for the next TORQUE so others can 
appreciate what’s gone into the models that you bring along. 
 
Still plenty going on by way of change in the administration and regu-
lation of our hobby as you will gather from the latest Flyers World. 
Good to see that there has been a constructive approach taken by all 
involved to work through the issues for the benefit of all MFNZ mem-
bers. 
 
 
Cheers, Steve B. 

Editorial! 
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President’s Report       September 2016    
 
Regrettably the recent Matamata rally was called off due to the unfa-
vorable weather forecast. It is always difficult to cancel a meeting as 
there seems to be so few of them. We are conscious however that 
people travel from afar and often incur travel and accommodation ex-
penses unnecessarily if we don’t make a decision early enough. It was 
hoped we could postpone the rally until November. We attempted to 
do so but the use of the Matamata strip is in high demand and it looks 
unlikely we will be able to reconvene the rally. 
 
Of concern is a complaint the Matamata-Piako club received from the 
airfield users that at our AGM rally some of our pilots encroached into 
the airfield airspace. This is of concern as it does provide not only a 
safety issue but could also compromise the use of the model flying 
strip. This is clearly an issue that we need to be very vigilant about 
and we will need to put in place spotter measures particularly when 
the Turbine models are flying. Could we all be vigilant to keep our cir-
cuits “short to the right” and observers monitor the pilot’s circuits 
whilst observing on the flight line. 
 
At the AGM held in May the members voted to proceed with a name 
change from MANZ. The initial thoughts of the committee were to 
maintain MANZ as the legal entity but rather "brand" ourselves under 
the new name. This is similar to the current situation where NZMAA is 
known in "brand" as MFNZ.  
 
We surveyed the membership with the options for the new change for 
MANZ. The overwhelming approval was to adopt the name of “Large 
Model Aircraft New Zealand” (LMANZ). Over the next year we will be 
adopting the new name and until then you may see a “mix” of MANZ 
and LMANZ titles used. Bear with us as we transition Documentation 
and Branding and we will of course need to reflect this into any re-
vised constitution.  
 
Murray Race has produced and variety of sample brand logos and the 
committee have narrowed those 25 down to 4 and these are present-
ed in this edition of Torque for your vote on the preferred logo. A sur-
vey will be sent to members via email for the vote and people without 
email should feel free to write to the Secretary Graham Loveridge with 
their preferences in order of preference, 
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As part of the re branding we will focus on trying to develop interest 
within current MFNZ members to participate in MANZ / LMANZ as the 
first initiative. 
 
The incorporated society Act amendments currently before the parlia-
mentary processes will require us to modify our current constitution. 
Revision to the legislation will require all clubs who are currently incor-
porated to review their current constitutions. We will review the MANZ/ 
LMANZ constitution post the review of the MFNZ constitution. 
 
 
 
Until the next time 
Colin Kemp  

Big F-104 Starfighter at Tokoroa. 
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Swordfish and Storch in action at last Awatoto Warbirds meeting. 
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Phoenix Volcano!     By Gary Shaw 
 
My latest project came about, I had a 60cc ZDZ engine & no plane to 
put it in, so on to net to find an ARF war bird. After about a couple of 
hours & eyes that were hanging out I found a 103" wing span VOLCA-
NO Everyone I talk to calls it a TUCANO, but on the box it came in it is 
called a VOLCANO. 
              
So back on to the net again to find out about this plane. It is a PHO-
NIEX ARF and there are lots of videos with different guys flying it. No 
one seemed to have any trouble taking off & landing it, in fact it 
seemed very stable in the air & no bad habits on approach & landing. 
Some of the guys had turbines in them but my piggy bank did not 
stretch to that. 
 
Next was to find a hobby shop in NZ that supplied the model. A friend 
said to try RCNZ in Christchurch; on to the net again.  They could sup-
ply the model ARF for $1450.00 with trike under carriage, all air lines 
valves & hard wear, plus it is covered in good quality heat shrink, so 
into the piggy bank. 
 
The model arrived about a week later, it was well packed & no dam-
age. We unpacked it & started to assemble, all went well till I got to the 
motor, but with a lot studying, then cutting bits off the 60cc ZDZ it fitted 
perfectly. All the parts, retracts etc. fitted with no mods needed. The 
propeller I selected was a XOAR carbon fibre 22X10. 
 
So off to Waharoa for the test flight, Frazer Briggs did the test flight. It 
flew like a dream, but on landing one of the wheels was seized. What 
happened was the aluminium hub must of chattered & tightened the  
cap screw. It took no time to fix it, one should of checked the other 
wheel. (Hindsight!) 
 
Time for the next flight, started the motor & taxied out, air clear so ad-
vanced the throttle, off it went down the strip time to rotate, it came off 
perfectly but at about 20ft off the ground the starboard wheel came off 
& ran down the strip, so retracted the gear & said to Frazer it will be a 
wheels up landing. 
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I flew around for quite a while, had a great flight as it is a dream to fly 
then handed the set over to Frazer. 
 
The belly landing was not too bad just a little damage to the muffler, 
took about 4 hours to fix. Now have filed flats onto the cap screws for 
the grub screws to lock with Loctite, and I am looking forward to the 
next flight.  
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CY Model Hawker Typhoon 
 
In June 2015 I was trying to decide on my next project, I had always 
wanted a warbird but not your usual spitfire or mustang, and was 
looking for a quick good ARF setup.  After talking with some mates 
throwing some ideas around I jumped on the net and looked through 
some model supply websites, after a few hours of looking I was a 
little disappointed with what I had seen after a day or two of contem-
plation I bought this issue up with a fellow modeller who suggested 
looking at Austars Models. 
 
So that night I jumped back on the net to have a looky see, finally a 
place that has a selection on all kinds of aircraft kits. I singled a cou-
ple of kits out and spent a couple of days deciding weighing up the 
logistics and the US dollar was starting to rise.  After a lot of ponder-
ing and some wise words from Rene Redmond I made a decision, 
now to decide on the power plant. 
 
After discussions with Austars the particular airframe had been origi-
nally designed around the DLE85, but has since been modified in 
the factory to accept the DLA116 Inline twin, after looking at engine 
reviews there was nothing bad said about either motors so my 
choice purely came down to cost. 
 
So with that on July 1st 2015 we order one 96” Hawker Typhoon and 
one DLE85, the motor coming from Tower Hobbies. Then the fun 
began, the motor was coming from the States and the Kit from Syd-
ney so you would think that the kit would arrive first….wrong. Motor 
was here within five days, the kit spent five days in Australian cus-
toms pending a security check then it got stuck in the middle of the 
desert road for I think three days as the truck got snowed in; So after 
two weeks it finally arrived. 

On opening the package I was impressed with what I was seeing, 
the build quality of an ARF was actually pretty good. I ordered the 
factory retracts with the kit, these were a little disappointing and in 
hinds sight I wished I had order some Robart or similar quality gear 
for it.  
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Before starting the build I had to source a 6.5” spinner in scale 
shape. I was put on to a small company called Tag Model Spinners 
in Brisbane, and gave Rene the task on getting this sorted, so Rene 
sent a photo of what we were after and Graham at Tag sent a draw-
ing back we gave him the go ahead and he CNC machined it out of 
solid stock and sent it over $230NZD to the door. The quality of this 
spinner is impressive for the money and I was very happy with the 
outcome. 
 
Now for the build, upon registering the aircraft with the Large Model 
Co-ordinator Mark put me onto Richard Race, he too has one of 
these kits and discussions with him on this build were invaluable al-
lowing some of the issues had be sorted at the very beginning. 

So the build begins all hinges, all hardware was biffed out and quali-
ty hinges, horns, clevises and pushrod used. Some minor fitting ad-
justments were made to the control surfaces, the firewall was weet-
bix and wouldn’t hold a .46 motor let alone an 85cc motor.  So a 
hatch was cut into the underside of the fuse to allow removal of the 
firewall as well as allowing access for mounting gear has far forward 
as possible. A new firewall was made and epoxied in place. 
 
With the new firewall in place the engine was fitted and the fuse fin-
ished. Stab and wing incidences were checked and set, retract 
mounting blocks were strengthened. The retracts and legs were 
completely re-engineered so they would work reliably and not fail. 
With some help from Rene and Tarquin the CG was re calculated 
and we ended  moving it 15mm forward from where the instruction 
state. The aircraft was set up on a set of Xicoy scales allowing for an 
accurate CG, after moulding and mounting 3kgs of ballast onto the 
firewall it was ready for a motor run. 
 
In true DLE style the first start and run was pretty uneventful as well 
as the tuning. The DLE85 has a fairly unique soft mount which I was 
unsure about using but it seems to work quite well and for a large 
single cylinder it runs really quite smoothly. 
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Test flight took place which too was uneventful, CG was bang on, a 
couple of clicks of trim here and there. However about five circuits in 
the canopy decided to eject and the motor quit so the first landing 
was dead stick and without flap, I opted not to use the flaps as I had-
n’t tested them out to see how the Typhoon behaved with full flap 
applied. Boy did it come honking in even with the big intake and 
wing section there didn’t seem to be much drag. 
 
Second flight this time the canopy stayed on, I managed to get a few 
manoeuvres in loops, rolls, Cuban 8, reversals and manage to get 
the flaps tested. Then the motor quite again what a difference the 
flaps made, slow and stable with a light touch down. Even with the 
little issues I was very impressed with the flying characteristics of 
this airframe.  With a little investigation I found that I was sucking air 
through the clunk line once the fuel dropped below the bung. Back to 
the workshop. 
 
With the fuel supply issue sorted the certification flights were carried 
out and completed over a few days due some niggly littles issues 
like cowl screws falling out, a retract mount coming detached and 
the weather not being very kind. But all flights were completed and 
signed off in time for the Palmerston North Aeroneers open day, its 
first public outing. 
 
The Typhoon shows great presences in the air and flys like a dream, 
I was impressed with its predictability and it lack of nasty tendencies 
and look forward to clocking up more hours with it. 
 
Wingspan:   2450mm/96.4” 
Engine:   DLE85 
Radio:   Futaba 
Servos:   Hitech HS-7955TG 
Weight:   16.47Kg 
Wing Loading:  60.2oz/sq.ft 
 
Cheers, 
Hamish Loveridge 
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Nostalgia Corner   
Excerpt from 1993 Torque Magazine 
 

 

 

It looks like some 23 years later it is same issue –different day! 
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Nostalgia Corner  
Article written by Kevin Uncles –Torque 1993 
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The Age of Propellers – Part 2 
The German hold on air superiority was broken in the spring of 1916 
by the appearance of several new British and French fighters that out-
classed the Fokker Eindeckers. The British, who did not possess a 
satisfactory gun synchronizing gear, solved the problem of a forward-

firing gun by a pragmatic, short-term configuration concept; the 
engine... 
  
  
 

 
  

Figure 2.2-Nine-cylinder LeRhone rotary engine of 110 hp.  
 

  
and propeller were simply mounted behind the pilot, which allowed an 
unobstructed forward field of fire. Several pusher-type aircraft were 
developed. Typical of this design concept was the DeHavilland DH-2 
shown in figure 2.3, designed by Geoffery DeHavilland for the Aircraft 
Manufacturing Company (AIRCO). The photograph depicts a strut-and
-wire-braced, double-bay biplane employing thin, untapered wings.  
A small nacelle situated on the bottom wing contained the pilot's cock-
pit and gun in the forward portion and the 100-horsepower Gnome 
Monosoupape rotary engine in the pusher position in the rear. The 
horizontal and vertical tail surfaces were mounted behind the engine 
on an arrangement of four strut-and-wire-braced outriggers, or booms, 
which extended rearward from the wings. 
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 Cut outs in the trailing edges of the upper and lower wings provided 
clearance for the rotating propeller, which had four blades to minimize 
the extent of the cut outs and reduce the required spacing of the out-
riggers. The smaller diameter four-blade propeller, as compared with 
a two-blade propeller capable of absorbing the same power, also re-
duced the length of the landing gear. 
 

 
  

Figure 2.3 - British DeHavilland DH-2 fighter; 1916. [ 
National Archives via Martin Copp] 

 

 The pusher configuration arrangement of the DH-2 offered excellent 
visibility forward, upward, and downward to both sides, but a some-
what restricted view to the rear. Armament first consisted of a flexible, 
forward-firing gun or guns, but this was later replaced by a single fixed 
gun. 
  
The biplane configuration employed on the DH-2, with detail design 
variations, was the most frequently used wing arrangements on World 
War I aircraft designs. The biplane design formula offered the best 
compromise between structural strength, light weight, and aerody-
namic efficiency consistent with the state of the art. The British, as a 
matter of policy, were not interested in monoplanes because they had 
a reputation, perhaps undeserved, for structural weakness. 
  
The DH-2 was of wooden frame construction covered with fabric, ex-
cept for the top and forward parts of the nacelle, which were covered 
with plywood.  
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Lateral control was provided by ailerons located on both the upper and 
lower wings, and the tail surfaces had both fixed and movable ele-
ments. The aircraft was sensitive on the controls with a tendency to 
spin easily. Once they mastered it, however, pilots found the aircraft to 
be strong, manoeuvrable, and easy to fly. 
 
The DH-2 was somewhat faster than the Fokker, was of greater aero-
dynamic efficiency, and had a significantly lower wing loading. The 
climbing capability of a fighter aircraft is a very important performance 
parameter. The climb capability of the DH-2 an edge over the Fokker. 
These advantages of the DH-2, together with control characteristics 
that were no doubt far superior to those of the Fokker, were responsi-
ble for the success of the "little pusher." 
  
Major Leone G. Hawker, one of the early British aces, commanded the 
first Royal Flying Corps squadron equipped with the DH-2. While flying 
one of these aircraft, he was shot down by the German ace Baron von 
Richthofen flying an Albatros fighter. The DH-2 was a great success 
when introduced in the spring of 1916 but was outclassed by far supe-
rior German fighters by the time of Hawker's death in the late fall of 
1916. The aircraft was belatedly withdrawn from combat in the sum-
mer of 1917. About 400 DH-2's were built. 

One of the truly great fighter aircraft of the early war years was intro-
duced to combat by the French in March 1916. The Nieuport 17, illus-
trated in Figure 2.4,.was a development of earlier Nieuport Fighters 
and was extensively used not only by the French but by the British, 
Belgians, Italians, and Russians.  
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After entering the war, the United States also employed the aircraft as 
a trainer. Many well-known Allied aces flew the Nieuport 17: Albert 
Ball and William Avery Bishop of the British Royal Flying Corps and 
René Fonck and Charles Nungesser of France exemplify aces who 
earned at least part of their reputation while flying the Nieuport 17. At 
the time the aircraft was introduced into combat, a satisfactory gun 
synchronizing gear was not available, but the deficiency was over-
come by mounting a machine gun, which fired over the propeller arc, 
on the top of the upper wing. This arrangement is employed on the 
Nieuport 17 replica shown in figure 2.5. Subsequent versions of the 
aircraft employed the overwing gun in combination with a single syn-
chronized gun firing between the propeller blades, or by a single syn-
chronized gun alone. This later configuration is employed on the air-
craft shown in figure 2.4.  

 
  

Figure 2.4 - French Nieuport 17fighter; 1916.  
[National Archives via Martin Copp] 

The Nieuport 17 was a very neat, clean-looking, strut-and-wire-braced 
biplane powered by the 110-horsepower LeRhone 9J rotary engine. 
More properly, the configuration of the aircraft should be described as 
a sesquiplane since the lower wing is of much smaller chord than the 
upper one. The single-spar lower wing was connected to the upper 
wing of this single-bay biplane by V-type interplane struts. The small 
chord of the lower wing provided the pilot with excellent downward 
visibility, which is the most probable reason for the sesquiplane layout. 
In earlier Nieuport fighters, the small, single-spar lower wing had 
shown a tendency toward structural weakness; this deficiency was 
apparently corrected in the model 17.  
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Lateral control was provided by ailerons on the upper wing only. The 
tail assembly consisted of an all-moving vertical surface, together with 
a fixed horizontal stabilizer equipped with a movable elevator. Con-
struction was conventional wood framework covered with fabric, ex-
cept for the tail which had a steel tube frame. 
 
The Nieuport 17 was a light aircraft with a good weight-power ratio, 
low drag area, and high… 

 
  

Figure 2.5 - French Nieuport 17 with wing-mounted gun; 1916. [Peter C. Boisseau] 
 

maximum lift-drag ratio. The maximum speed was 107 miles per hour 
at 6500 feet. Comparing these characteristics, and the climb rates 
with those of the Fokker E-III and the DeHavilland DH-2 leaves little 
doubt of the superior qualities of the Nieuport 17. This fighter was so 
well liked by the Allies that 317 of them were still in front-line service in 
August 1917-a long operational life for a combat aircraft in an era in 
which new aircraft were being developed in a matter of months. 

 
The Two-Gun Fighter 
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High on the list of great fighter aircraft of the first world war is the 
name Albatros. Beginning with the introduction to combat of the model 
D-I in August 1916, Albatros fighters served in the German Air Force 
until the armistice in November 1918. Introduced in January 1917, the 
D-III and its refined variants the D-V and the D-Va were the best of the 
Albatros fighters and were produced in the greatest numbers.  
 
In November 1917, 446 D-III's and 556 D-V's and D-Va's were in ser-
vice in combat squadrons with the German Air Force. Air superiority 
was again in Germany's hands from the late fall of 1916 until midsum-
mer of 1917. So great was the carnage inflicted on Allied aircraft by 
German pilots flying Albatros fighters that April 1917 is still referred to 
by aviation historians as "Bloody April." Among the famous German 
aces who flew Albatros fighters were Manfred von Richthofen, Ernst 
Udet, Bruno Loerzer, and Werner Voss. Although the name of Richt-
hofen is usually associated with the Fokker triplane, he scored most of 
his 80 victories flying Albatros fighters. 
 
Two views of the Albatros D-III are shown in figures 2.6 and 2.7. The 
D-III was a streamlined strut-and-wire-braced biplane that had V-type 
interplane struts connecting the small-chord lower wing to the upper 
wing. According to some sources, this arrangement was copied, at the 
insistence of the German Air Force, from the very successful Nieuport 
17. Power was provided by a water-cooled, six-cylinder Mercedes en-
gine of 160 horsepower. Not evident in the photographs is the airfoil-
shaped cooling radiator located in the upper wing. Water feed and re-
turn pipes connecting the engine to the radiator can, however, be 
seen. Also not visible in the photographs are the two fixed, forward-
facing machine guns synchronized to fire between the revolving 
blades of the propeller. The Albatros fighters were among the first bi-
planes to be armed in this way and may be thought of as setting a 
trend in fighter design which was to last for the next two decades.  

 
igure 2.6 - German Albatros D-III fighter; 1917. [ukn via Martin Copp] 
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Figure 2.7 - Side view of prototype Albatros D-III fighter.  
[Peter M. Bowers via AAHS] 

For example ,the U.S. Navy purchased its last biplane fighter with two 
forward-firing, synchronized guns in 1938. 
  
The Albatros had several structural features worthy of mention. Of 
particular interest is the fuselage, which was of semimonocoque con-
struction. The term "monocoque" comes from France and means sin-
gle shell. Thus, the true monocoque fuselage consists of an outside 
shell, usually formed of plywood, which is held in shape by a number 
of transverse bulkheads contained within the shell. Louis Bechereau, 
a French designer, first employed plywood monocoque construction in 
the fuselage of the 1911 Deperdussion racing monoplane. A semimo-
nocoque fuselage has, in addition to the transverse bulkheads, sever-
al longitudinal members to enhance the stability, stiffness, and 
strength of the structure. This type of construction was strong, rigid, 
fairly light in weight, and provided a smooth, streamlined shape. In 
addition, for a given outside diameter, a large usable internal fuselage 
diameter was available. The smooth, rounded shape of the fuselage 
of the D-III can be seen in figures 2.6 and 2.7. A number of other Ger-
man aircraft manufacturers utilised this type of fuselage construction 
during the war years, and it will appear again on some of the racing 
aircraft of the 1920's  and on the high-performance Lockheed aircraft 
of the late twenties and early thirties. 
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The wings of the Albatros D-III were of conventional wood-frame con-
struction covered with fabric. As in the Nieuport 17, the lower wing 
had only a single spar to which the V-type interplane struts were at-
tached. The struts themselves were streamlined steel tubes. 
Throughout the life of the D-III, D-V, and D-Va designs, despite sev-
eral modifications, the single-spar lower wing showed an inherent 
structural weakness that somewhat limited the performance of the 
aircraft. An examination of drawings of the lower wing  shows that the 
single spar was located well behind the quarter-chord point (the ap-
proximate location of the aerodynamic center in the chord wise direc-
tion). This spar location suggests that the tendency of the wing to fail 
in high-speed dives was probably the result of aeroelastic diver-
gence, a phenomenon apparently not understood at the time the Al-
batros fighters were developed. An increase in torsional stiffness or a 
relocation of the wing elastic axis, or a combination of both, is the 
usual cure for divergence.  
 
Control of the Albatros D-III was provided by ailerons on the upper 
wings and by an aerodynamically balanced rudder and elevator on 
the tail surfaces. The fixed portion of the vertical tail was covered with 
plywood and had elements above and below the fuselage. The tail 
skid formed an extension of the lower, or ventral, part of the fin. The 
fixed portion of the horizontal tail, like most aircraft of the period, was 
not adjustable and thus could not be used to trim the aircraft longitu-
dinally while in flight. Accordingly, a constant push or pull on the con-
trol stick was necessary to maintain level flight at a constant speed 
and altitude. A rudimentary form of longitudinal "trim" system, consist-
ing of a sliding collar on the control stick connected by a hinged link 
to the cockpit floor, was provided on the Albatros. A thumb-actuated 
set screw in the collar could be tightened, and the stick was then held 
in a fixed position; for brief periods, the pilot was then free to use both 
hands for other activities such as attempting to clear a jammed ma-
chine gun. Information on the handling characteristics of the Albatros 
is limited, but what has been found indicates that it was easy to fly, 
with no dangerous characteristics. 
 
A comparison of  the Albatros D-III and the Nieuport 17 leads to 
some interesting speculation. Although the D-III was heavier and had 
more wing area and a more powerful engine than the Nieuport, the 
values of the wing loading and the power loading for the two aircraft 
are not greatly different. Furthermore, the values of the zero-lift drag 
coefficient and the maximum lift drag ratio are about the same.  
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These two aircraft can therefore be considered to have about equal 
aerodynamic efficiency and, accordingly, to exhibit about the same 
performance characteristics. In fact, the maximum speeds are about 
the same although the altitudes at which the speeds were measured 
were somewhat different. The climbing capability of the Albatros was 
superior to that of the Nieuport above 10 000 feet. This plus the heavi-
er armament of the Albatros are no doubt responsible for the generally 
accepted opinion that it was a more effective fighter than the Nieuport 
17. 

  

 
Acknowledgement:nasa  
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New LMANZ Logo. 
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Have your say:  
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/LV2LL3G 

V 
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Rally Schedule 2016 
 
 Matamata- Piako MAC Waharoa   

30th & 31st July 
Contact: Gary Shaw  07 5791263   
Email:  gary.mary@xtra.co.nz 
 
Taupo Model Fliers   
17th & 18th September  
Contact: Paul Masters  07 3767076   
Email:  p.s.masters@clear.net.nz 
 
Hawera M.A.C   
12th & 13th November 

 Contact: Peter & Maureen Malcolm  Phone:  06 
2726514     
Email:  peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz  
 
Mcleans Island Christchurch   
26th & 27th November 
Contact: Peter Hewson  03 3584022   
Email:  jillhewson@xtra.co.nz 

http://www.manz.org.nz/mailtgary.mary@xtra.co.nz
http://www.manz.org.nz/mailtp.s.masters@clear.net.nz
http://www.manz.org.nz/mailtpeter.maureen@xtra.co.nz
http://www.manz.org.nz/mailtjillhewson@xtra.co.nz

